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The built-up qualities
of your soul you will take
with you – nothing else.

Your Potentials

—
•

You have an incredible inner potential
for your life, being, and development.

•

You can achieve a breakthrough to
build up very enriching human values.

•

You can become a human with strength
and the most precious qualities.

•

You can help people better and more
efficient with the right methods.

•

You are the meaning of your life; you
are the creator of your life project.
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Don’t worry!
We can’t change the world. We can’t make a better world.
The old tree of humanity has cancer, has no leaves anymore
and must die. Billions of new trees must be planted for
humanity’s future: a sane world.
We can create a new foundation rooted in the inner Spirit.
We can create many new structures with a healthy mind.
We can learn a lot for a new understanding of humankind.
We can establish the new precious human values for the future.
We can learn how we must be nurtured pre and postnatal.
We can learn how to manage our very inner development.
Humanity must be rooted in the Archetypes of the Soul.
Humanity needs countless leaders, professionals, and teachers
with a cleaned mind. Everywhere also people must clean their
pre and postnatal mind for their fulfilment. The eternal global
human values can prevail with the Archetypes of the Soul.
Schellhammer Institute prepares individuals and institutions
to build up a new world.
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What is the meaning of life?

Is there a God?

Why is there suffering and death?
What happens when I die?

Is there another world?

What will be in the other world?

Who am I?

Why am I on this planet?

The most Important
Questions

—

You have questions. You want answers.
You want meaning. You want solutions.
Billions of humans ask the most important
questions day in and out, without getting
a satisfactory answer. The Schellhammer
Institute has genuine and archetypal
answers. Founded in the Archetypes of
the Soul for Human Development.
Thoroughly enlightening, mind-blowing,
inspiring, thought-provoking, unthinkable,
outstanding, pioneering, unrivalled with its
strong foundation of human evolution.
At the Schellhammer Institute, with
40 years preparations, and after 2000
years of failed leadership and inner
evolution, today together we plant a new
Lifetree for a New Future of Humanity.
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No dogmatism
No fundamentalism
No tales
No legends
No myths
No hype
No crap
No psychotic fantasy
No fabrication
No absurd belief
No oppression
No theatre
No authoritarianism
No distortion
No perversion
No lies
No falseness
No empty promises
No hypocrisy
No meander
No blinded sheep

This is pure liberation!

Will there ever be a better world?

Conferences

—

Experts and pioneers must get globally
a strong public voice. More than 10.000
years of atrocities must be reconciled
with the Spirit and God.

Peace and Balance
on Earth

Life with Human
Values

Roots of Ethics
and Morality

The Sick Face
of Warmongers

The Truth Prevails
in Politics

Fair Economy
for the People

Ecosystems
for the Future

One Meaning
of Life for All

Archetypal Human
Development

Challenges
for Humanity

Responsibilities
for the Future

Solutions for
Global Threats

A new Quality
of ‘Deep State’ Members
must be Formed in order to
create Peace, Justice
and Balance.
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Absence of Self-Knowledge makes a
human very weak. Well-developed
mental functions are indispensable
for making a proper living and for
the personal archetypal development
in order to find the truth about God,
the meaning of human life, genuine
happiness and complete fulfilment.

Retreat

—

With periodic Retreat you find inner
balance and freedom
Breakthrough in the personal life
Searching for deeper meaning
Self-knowledge with genuine spirituality
for efficiency and quality
Processing catharsis from prenatal to
today with perspectives towards the
future; meditation and dreams
Experience archetypal processes towards
completeness and fulfilment

Supported with energy practices
Offered also in German and Spanish
Individual sessions with Dr. Schellhammer
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Humanity needs
new leaders with a
cleaned prenatal
and postnatal mind,
adolescence, and
soul. All systems
globally must be
rebuilt with the
Archetypes of the
soul.Billions of
humans need the
right guidance with
the right education.

Mentoring

—

Individuation is for people with vanguard
leadership aspirations.
Archetypal transformations
Personal mental expansions
Building up spiritual mission
Ethics rooted in prenatal health
After 2-3 years of mentoring you will become
a legitim voice for humanity; sealed by the RC.
Individual sessions with Dr. Schellhammer

Seminars

—

Self-Education is the golden
key for a rich life.
A good future requires extensive
valuable knowledge and skills.
Die for Nothing or Live for
Something ‘Higher’.
With the young generation today facing a
bleak future, the need for life coaches and
counsellors as well as experts for national
and global solutions is greater than ever.
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The Seminars offered by the Schellhammer
Institute aim to form a new generation
of experts with the right knowledge
and skills to guide and teach people for
making a better life, for love, happiness
and personal fulfilment. Wisdom
and understanding human mind are
always about and for humans.
Some programs are also offered in German
and Spanish; also, for Institutions.
With Dr. Schellhammer and his experts

Seminars offered at the Schellhammer Institute cover
the most important topics, including:

Archetypal Human
Development

Millennium
Epigenetic Laws

State of Humanity
and the World

Collective
Destructiveness

The wrong Way
of Humankind

Psychology
of Religion

Structures
of Religion

Meditation
and Dreams

For Catharsis
and Love

Aiming
Completeness

Aims, Parameters,
Strategies

Principles of
Global Changes

The Schellhammer Institute also organizes Seminars of global importance,
addressed to Individuals in Education, to Representatives of Religions, and
to Political and NGO Institutions around the following topics:
Peace and Balance

One Meaning of Life for All

And Justice on Earth

Archetypal Human Development

Life with Human Values

Challenges for Humanity

Roots of Ethics and Morality
The Sick Face of Warmongers
The Truth Prevails in Politics
Fair Economy for the People
Ecosystems for the Future

The heavily damaged World
and the Responsibilities for
the Future generations
Solutions for Global Threats
Concepts and Strategies
for a NEW AGE for Humanity
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Give to your
life a higher
meaning for
the future
generations!
Eternal Life Symbol

You can evolve with valuable knowledge,
meditation, dreams and skills. You are invited
to participate, to enrich, to live love,
and to grow with us!
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Books by
Dr. Edward Schellhammer
Available on:

BOOKS IN ENGLISH
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BÜCHER AUF DEUTSCH

LIBROS EN ESPAÑOL

Schellhammer Institute
Calle Flaminio 2
Urbanizacion Valle Romano
29680 Estepona, Málaga, Spain

Call for an appointment (for free) with Dr Eduard Schellhammer:
Telephone: (+34) 952.907.892

Office Hours: Monday to Friday from 10 a.m. – 2 p.m. & 3 p.m. – 5 p.m

www.SchellhammerInstitute.com
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